Understanding Servicing Released Bifurcation
Results in Loan Coverage Advisor®

Using Loan Coverage Advisor to Report on Loans with R&W
Bifurcation
This job aid provides information about using Loan Coverage Advisor’s search function to access loanlevel credit risk data with respect to the origination or selling bifurcation of representation and warranty
liabilities for mortgage loans, including any allocation between Sellers and Servicers.
You may use the Loan Coverage Advisor search function to locate this information. The sections below
provide the steps to access and review the information you need.

Search by Events Criteria

To search for bifurcations using Events criteria, perform the following steps:
1. From the Search page, click Advanced Search. The Advanced Search page displays.

2. Select the Seller/Servicer Number –OR– Master Commitment Number (referred to in the
Guide as Pricing Identifier) as the primary search criteria type from the drop-down list.
3. Enter the Seller/Servicer Number –OR– Master Commitment Number (referred to in the
Guide as Pricing Identifier) in the What is the number? data field.
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4. (Optional) Select Select Multiple Seller/Servicers to display a menu of available
seller/servicers that you may add to your search criteria.

Use the Available for Selection list to Add All seller/servicers to your search request, if you
want to include all responsibilities in your query, or Add one seller/service at a time, and click
Continue.
5. (Optional) Although you do not need to set a date range, you can select a Loan Funding
Date(s) to further refine the search results. You can select one parameter from the drop-down
list to refine the search date. The parameters allow you to choose from an exact date, any
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date within a specified date range, or any date before or after a defined date. When you
select is between, an additional date field appears to specify the end date.

Use the calendar icon to
select the date

6. (Optional) Restrict the search results to Active Loans Only or Closed Loans Only by
selecting the appropriate radio button. The default setting is Active & Closed Loans.

7. (Optional) Select a Selling R&W Relief Date by selecting the appropriate date in the dropdown menu along with the month and year, and if the search is for Planned or Actual data
results.

8. (Optional) Select any combination of the options under Loan Advisor® R&W Relief Offerings
by selecting the appropriate checkbox for Collateral, Asset and/or Income. You may use
one or all these offering options as your primary search request to receive collateral, assets
and/or income loan results.

9. Select Events criteria from the Additional Search Options drop-down list. The Events Types
selection drop-down list and date fields display.
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10. Choose an Event Types such as Default Management Reported, Loan Closed, Loan
Delinquency Reported, Obligor Reassigned, or Repurchase Demand Closed for your
bifurcation search from the drop-down list.

Note: After you select the Event Types, the date fields may be temporarily disabled while Loan
Coverage Advisor refreshes the page. To clear the Event Types, and the associated fields,
click Select from the Event Types drop-down list.
11. Select a specific option from the Sub-Event Types drop-down and select the between/and
dates. For Loan Delinquency Reported, the sub-event types are as follows:

Note: 30-Day R&W Relief Eligible Loans refers to loans still eligible for selling R&W Relief that
have had 30-day delinquencies reported. This does not include loans with Alternative Payment
Plans.
12. Click the Search button. Loan Coverage Advisor performs the search query and displays the
results in the Search Results page.
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Note: If you receive an error screen, log out of Loan Coverage Advisor and log in at a later
time. After logging in, try to perform your previous steps for the attempted search or report
results.

Click this link to view steps sellers of loans with bifurcation in place would use to access results for loans
that are 60 days delinquent.

Events Criteria Search Results
After clicking Search, you will see the Events criteria search results display according to the current
search criteria listed and used to retrieve your results.
If the results contain a larger number of records or a complex selection of criteria, it can take longer than
15 seconds to render. Loan Coverage Advisor instead sends the request to an asynchronous search
process so you may do other things in the system You will then be notified when the results are complete
and can retrieve those results from the “Saved Results” page to download and open the records.
The following example and table provide an illustration and description of the Event Types data fields
displayed in the Search Results table in the order of appearance.

Event Search Results
Data Field

Description

FM Loan Number

The 9-digit Freddie Mac loan number used to identify a mortgage
delivered to Freddie Mac for purchase.

Loan Funding Date

The date Freddie Mac expects to take ownership of the loan; the
date Freddie Mac expects to remit payment to the seller for the
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Event Search Results
Data Field

Description
mortgage purchased; referred to as “Freddie Mac Settlement
Date” in Guide Section 1301.11.

Loan Status

The current state of the loan indicating whether it is performing,
delinquent, foreclosure or closed.

Selling R&W Relieved

A binary (yes (Y) or no (N)) indicator that Selling R&W has been
relieved for the loan.

Event Type

Describes the nature of an event within Loan Coverage Advisor.

Sub-Event Type

Describes the nature of a sub-event within Loan Coverage
Advisor.

Business Event Date

The date when the activity occurred that may impact the R&W of
a loan.

R&W Impacted

The impact an event had on the R&W for a loan. Valid values for
this data field are:
 Seller
 Servicer
 Seller & Servicer

Additional Things to Know About Events Criteria Search Results


The number of rows in the search results reflects the number of events, not the number
of unique loan records, i.e., there can be more than one event row for the same loan.

More than one instance of an event for
a loan displayed in the search results



Multiple events (rows) for the same loan appear in the Search Results table in reverse
chronological order, i.e., the most recent event appears first.



When an event impacts both the Seller and Servicer R&W, the value Selling &
Servicing displays in the R&W Impacted field.



When no value appears in the R&W Impacted column, it is an indication the event did not
impact the R&W, e.g., the Seller R&W was already set to Life of Loan.
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Export Search Results

You can export loan-level information retrieved from any search query to a CSV file format and open it
using Microsoft Excel. A link to begin the export is available above the Search Results table.
Export files consist of the search criteria used and the loan-level records visible in the Search Results
table, i.e., the data in the export file is subject to the filter criteria placed on the records in the “Search”
page.

Click the Export Results button located above the Search Results table. Loan Coverage Advisor
displays a pop-up box prompting you to open or save the data export file. Choose the Open option to
automatically launch and view the data in a Microsoft Excel worksheet. You can use the sort, filter and
formatting features in Microsoft Excel to rearrange the loan records.

Click the Save (or Save As) option to download the file to your computer or a LAN drive.
Note: The loan-level records included in the export file are limited to those viewable across
all pages in the results table. Filter(s) set to refine the search results can also constrain the
records included in the export file.
Loan Coverage Advisor will produce the CSV file and save it to your designated location. The
spreadsheet will contain results based on your selected criteria.
For bifurcation results, the exported files will include masking of Servicers to the Sellers, and Sellers to
the Servicers.
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Note: Masking of the Seller name and number fields to the Servicer and masking of the Servicer name
and number fields to the Seller is used so neither can obtain this loan information.
Here is an example of the data in the export .csv file displaying the columns of results that are
reflected on the search results generated based on selected criteria.

View Loan Risk Details

The Freddie Mac Loan Number, the first column in the Search Results table, identifies the loan and also
functions as a hyperlink to more comprehensive historical loan data – historical. To access this additional
loan data, click the applicable hyperlinked FM Loan Number. The user could further search by any loan
number value to directly link to this screen.

Selling, Delivery, Servicer and Servicing Details

The loan selling, delivery, servicer and servicing details presented in the top half of the “Loan Risk
Details” page display loan data gathered from Freddie Mac source systems.
The following screen reflects the data Loan Coverage Advisor is able to maintain about each loan.
For loans where representation and warranty liability has been bifurcated, Loan Coverage Advisor
provides masking of loan information from Sellers to Servicers and vice versa. In these examples, there is
masking of the Seller Name and Seller Number fields to the Servicer and masking of the Servicer
Name and Seller Number fields to the Seller, so neither can obtain this loan information.
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Credit Risk Offset Details

The information tabs included in the bottom half of the “Loan Risk Details” page display current
information about the loan’s Selling representations and warranties (R&W), Servicing R&W, Mortgage
Insurance (MI) and Credit Enhancements (CE). Click the tab title to access information related to each of
these credit risk offsets.
Selling R&W tab
The Selling R&W tab includes a table of information about the current Seller Obligor. This tab
also includes a graphical view of any representation and warranty relief and offerings eligibility for
the duration of the loan. The Selling R&W tab is active when you first open the “Loan Risk
Details” page.
The Selling R&W Obligor table provides the following table columns for each Seller Obligor:


Position (differentiates the practical priority of recourse when there is more than one
Obligor)



Obligor Name



Obligor Number



Start Date (for obligation)



End Date (for obligation)

The application can display information for up to five current Obligors in the table. It stores information
about prior Seller Obligors in the “Representation and Warranty Event History” section located below the
“Credit Risk Offsets” section.
Event details pertaining to Selling R&W information for the loan is available and displays after the
“Current Coverage” section.
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Disaster Relief Loans
For Disaster Relief loans, if a loan is relieved, you will also see a value for both Alternative Payment
Plan Status and Alternative Payment Plan Period as a relief reason in the Selling R&W Relief Report.
An “Alternative Payment Plan” means the loan is part of a disaster-related forbearance plan.
If the loan is relieved, you may also see the value “Alternative Payment Plan” as a relief reason in the
Selling R&W Relief Report.
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Valid values for the Alternative Payment Plan Status are as follows:
Icon

Alternative Payment Plan Status
Applies – The loan has been brought current and has successfully met the
requirements of an Alternative Payment Plan outlined in 1301.11 of the Seller
Servicer Guide.
Does Not Apply – The loan has not been brought current or has not successfully met
the requirements of an Alternative Payment Plan outlined in 1301.11 of the Seller
Servicer Guide or both.
Under Consideration – The loan is either in the middle of an Alternative Payment Plan
or still awaiting delinquency reporting for the servicing cycle following the plan.

Servicing R&W tab
The Servicing R&W tab includes a table of information about the current Servicer Obligor, the
counterparty that is or was the Servicer that Freddie Mac holds accountable for the servicing
representations and warranties for the loan.

Loan Coverage Advisor displays information for up to five current Servicing Obligors in instances where
the loan involves multiple Servicing Obligors. The application stores information about prior Servicing
Obligors in the “Representation and Warranty Event History” section located below the “Credit Risk
Offsets” section.
The Servicing R&W Obligor table provides the following information for each Obligor:


Position (differentiates the practical priority of recourse when there is more than one
Obligor)



Obligor Name



Obligor Number



Start Date (for obligation)



End Date (for obligation)
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Interim Servicer (associated with the Obligor) (Freddie Mac retains interim servicers on
our own behalf)

The Planned Relief Date for the R&W appears below the Servicing R&W table.

Event Summary – Selling & Servicing R&W Tabs

The Event Summary table in the Representation and Warranty Event History contains all the Seller and
Servicer R&W event records for a loan and links them to its Current Loan Risk Detail record. This Event
Summary table presents a chronological view of loan events impacting the R&W of a loan.
The events included in the table span the life of this loan – beginning with the Loan Funding Date event
appearing at the bottom of the screen and the most current event listed in the first row. By default, the
application organizes events in descending order by the business event date. The blue-shaded row
directly below the Business Event Date and System Processed Date column headers contain toggle
switches to control the sort order of events. You may sort events in ascending or descending order by
clicking the Sorted / Not Sorted link associated with the data field.
The following table provides a description of each data field in the Event Summary table.
Event Summary Table
Data Field Columns
Event Type

Description
Describes the nature of an event within Loan Coverage Advisor.
For a complete list of the event types tracked through Loan
Coverage Advisor, see Search By Events Criteria.

Business Event Date

The date an activity occurred that may impact the R&W of a loan.

R&W Impacted

The impact an event had on the R&W for a loan. Valid values for
this data field are:


Selling



Servicing

For Selling, additional detail is provided for the three Cs (credit,
capacity and collateral).
Coverage Impacted
Obligation Impacted

System Processed Date

Provides a clickable icon when the event has impacted the Selling
R&W Relief coverages for a loan. Upon clicking a flyout will display
the coverages values as of this event, bolding the impacted areas.
Provides a clickable icon when the event has impacted the Selling
R&W Obligations or Servicing R&W Obligations for a loan. Upon
clicking a flyout will display the current and prior obligors as of this
event, bolding the impacted areas.
The date Loan Coverage Advisor detected/recorded the loan event
and/or processed the R&W update triggered by the loan event.

Click the icon in the Coverage Impacted column to expand a window that will display additional detail for
the three Cs (credit, capacity and collateral, including asset and income) at the time of this event.
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Whichever values were updated by the event will be in bold. See the table for descriptions of the data in
the columns.

The following table provides descriptions of each data field within the Coverage Impacted display.
Coverage Impacted Table
Data Field Icons

Description

R&W Type

The impact an event had on the R&W for a loan in terms of the three
Cs (credit, capacity and collateral, including asset and income).

Duration

The period of time between the Loan Funding Date and
projected/planned R&W Relief Date. For each loan, consists of one of
the following: 0 Months, 12 Months, 36 Months, 60 Months and
Life of Loan.

Planned Relief Date

The latest planned date the R&W will be relieved on the loan.

Actual Relief Date

The date the R&W was relieved on the loan.

You can click the column icon under the Obligation Impacted column to display additional details on
obligors and dates impacted at the time of this event. Whichever values were updated by the event will be
in bold.

The following table provides descriptions of each data field within the Obligation Impacted display.
Obligation Impacted Table
Data Field Icons

Description

R&W Impacted

The impact an event had on the R&W for a loan. Valid values for this
data field are:
 Selling
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Obligation Impacted Table
Data Field Icons

Name
Obligor Number
From
To

Description
 Servicing
 Prior Selling
 Prior Servicing
Name of counterparty that holds the first position of the R&W for a
mortgage.
Unique Freddie Mac assigned number used to identify an institution
that holds the first position of the R&W for a mortgage.
The start date for the obligation.
The end date for the obligation.

Export Event History Records

You may export loan history records to Microsoft Excel using the Export link located in the upper right
corner of the Loan Risk Details page. Click the Export

A message box displays asking which type of report to choose when downloading the spreadsheet.

Choose either a PDF version of the loan risk details or a spreadsheet in CSV format. If you choose Loan
Details (PDF), the file displays as a PDF that supplies the details available in the Event Summary that
you can then save.
Note: The PDF does not provide the hover flyout function for the fields that you hover over.
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If choosing the Event History (CSV) format, you will receive a prompt asking if you want to Open or
Save the file.
Note: The CSV file contains the details available for the Event Summary hover flyouts.

Selecting Open automatically launches Microsoft Excel and displays a worksheet populated with the
visible data from the Loan History - Selling & Servicing R&W table. All Microsoft features are available
when the file opens in Excel. You can sort, filter and format the exported loan records. Click the Save (or
Save As) option to download the file to your computer or a LAN drive.
The information displayed in the table is unique for each occurrence of the event. In other words, when
the event does not result in a change in the data, the data field is left blank signaling that value appearing
in the record (row) directly below/above remains the most current when you sort the table in
descending/ascending order respectively. In certain cases, however, the blank field is an indicator that
the attribute is still pending, e.g., the Actual Relief Date remains blank until the Seller R&W is relieved.
The last column contains commentary pertaining to the loan event. Depending on the nature of the event,
the remarks may present an explanation, clarification or annotation for the event.
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The “Event History” CSV page displays Collateral, Asset and Income relief offerings that display
eligibility decisions as comments in the last column for Loan Funding events. The comments
listed match eligibility decisions visible on the “Loan Risk Details” page.


Eligible means the loan is relieved of such representations and warranties.



Not Eligible means the loan is not relieved of such representations and warranties.



Unavailable means an eligibility decision was not available at the time of funding.



N/A means the offering was not available at the time of funding.

Additionally, the Collateral Type will display, as well as the DOC File ID, if present, is displayed as part of
the comments for Collateral.
Bifurcated Sellers - Search for Delinquent Loans
For bifurcated sellers who want to review loans that are 60 days delinquent, perform the following steps:
1. From the “Search” page, click Advanced Search. The “Advanced Search” page displays.

Select Seller/Servicer Number –OR– Master Commitment Number (referred to in the
Guide as Pricing Identifier) as the primary search criteria type from the drop-down list.
2. Enter Seller/Servicer Number –OR– Master Commitment Number (referred to in the
Guide as Pricing Identifier) in the What is the number? data field.
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3. Select Events criteria from the Additional Search Options drop-down list. The Events
selection drop-down list and date fields display.

4. Choose the Event Types of Loan Delinquency Reported for your bifurcation search from
the drop-down list.
5. Select the 60 Day option from the Sub-Event Types drop-down and select the between/and
dates.

6. Click the Search button. Loan Coverage Advisor performs the search query and displays the
results in the “Search Results” page.

Additional Resources




Loan Coverage Advisor Web Page
Loan Coverage Advisor User Guide
Loan Coverage Advisor Training Resources

This document is not a replacement or substitute for the information found in the Freddie Mac SingleFamily Seller/Servicer Guide or terms of your Master Agreement or other Pricing Identifier Terms.
© 2022 Freddie Mac
Freddie Mac Learning
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